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In this issue we focus on:

l The likely changes to pension structures by the 2011 Finance Bill
l HMRC changes to Allowable Contribution Limits
l Alterations to Drawdown Benefits
l Introduction of Workplace Pensions

The likely changes to pension structures by the 2011 Finance Bill

Keeping up-to-date with current pension legislation is always – well, a bit of a challenge! General pension structures
have remained broadly unaltered for quite a while but now all that is going to change - as the Coalition Government
passes the 2011 Finance Bill and brings in a whole raft of new rules which will affect us all. So here we go again!

To help you assess how the changes might impact, PML will be producing regular Bulletins providing essential
information - in bite size form. Our intention is to give a ‘heads up’ to all of those who might be affected – and
provide such additional information as might be relevant to Scheme trustees and their Independent Advisers.

This first Bulletin is intended to pave the way for our provision of much greater information on each of the subjects
addressed. The Government is however ‘drip feeding’ us all with their proposed changes – and releasing their
Updates piecemeal. So, for the moment we will confine comment to matters that we think are important, relevant
and time sensitive to the current Tax Year.

l HMRC changes to Allowable Contribution Limits
Existing regulations that permit high levels of allowable contributions are to be replaced by new rules that will limit
annual contributions to no more than £50,000 per member.

l Alterations to Drawdown Benefits
The current rules determining maximum ‘drawdown’ parameters and the tax treatment of lump sum death benefits
are to be replaced by new limits and new tax rates.

l Introduction of ‘Workplace Pensions’
Every UK employer will be required to establish, maintain and pay into, a pension scheme for their employees. 

HMRC changes to Allowable Contribution Limits

HMRC’s current pension contribution Annual Allowance permits tax allowable contributions of up to £255,000, for
certain of those for whom ‘relevant income’ in any of the last 3 tax years has not exceeded £130,000.

The current £255,000 Annual Allowance limit will stay in place until 5th April 2011. So, where taxable profits can be
anticipated this Company Year, a ‘last chance’ opportunity to maximise highly tax efficient pension contributions
presents itself, courtesy of HMRC’s advance notice. In fact a whole host of ‘last chance’ opportunities have
emerged – and our next Bulletin we will be addressing these matters. Those for whom this opportunity ‘window’
carries real urgency may wish to seek immediate advice from their Independent Adviser.
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Alterations to Drawdown Benefits

This year’s Finance Bill addresses not just Contribution restrictions and Workplace Pensions – but also brings in
new rules for all ‘drawdown’ structures. Final details of these rules are still awaited – however for the moment we
know the maximum upliftable Unsecured Pension (USP) from ‘crystallised funds’ is to be scaled down from the
current 120% of Government Actuary Department (GAD) rate, to 100% of GAD, at the point of the next Review.
We also recognise that ‘GAD rates’ may themselves be reduced to reflect increasing longevity – and that the
combined effect of (an assumed) lower GAD rate and restricted USP is likely to deliver a lower maximum drawdown
pension at the next Review.

In tandem with potentially lower maximum drawdown limits, greater flexibility of drawdown structures are to be
permitted by HMRC. This flexibility will be greatest for those in receipt of sufficient ‘Secure Pension’ to ensure their
permanent independence from State support. These ‘flexible drawdown’ arrangements will be greatly welcomed
– as will the proposed removal of the penal ‘post 75’ Alternatively Secured Pension (ASP) regime.

Current ASP is to be replaced with USP beyond aged 75.  HMRC’s current theft of residual pension funds remaining
after death of a surviving member in ASP, is to come to an end. A new tax charge on Lump Sum Death Benefits of
(only) 55% is to replace the current 82% maximum. HMRC’s surrender of their 82% tax charge is however far from
unconditional. The current 35% tax charge on crystallised funds passing as a Lump Sum Death Benefit prior to
age 75 is to increase to 55%.

All of these changes are still in the making. They are nevertheless expected to pass into law on the 6th April this
year. Our next Bulletin will bring further news. Please contact us or your Advisers for more information on these
important matters.

Introduction of Workplace Pensions

Originally conceived under the previous Government, the principle of compulsory ‘Workplace Pensions’ has been
fully adopted by the Coalition. Final details of the legislation is to be found in the Pensions Bill 2011 introduced to
the House of Lords on 12 January 2011.

So statutory private sector Workplace Pensions are on their way for almost every UK employer - and shall come
into effect from October 2012 onwards. With a start date just 20 months from now, we shall be issuing regular
Bulletins to keep you up to date on this essential subject. Should you feel an immediate need to know more of
what is to come (and accelerate your understanding of the areas in which your business may be affected) then
take a look at the excellent Report by the British Chamber of Commerce ‘Pension Reform - Limiting the Squeeze
on Business (www.britishchambers.org.uk/publications_4). This Report is so good that we think it constitutes
essential reading for every employer.  Take time to read it through – and then time to reflect! In future Bulletins we
will talk about Workplace Pensions ‘Auto-enrolment’ and of the payroll considerations that employers must soon
begin to address.

Robert Taylor 
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